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THE ASTRA "CUB" PISTOL (HODEL 2.000)

CALIBER .22 SHORT

The Astra «Cub», Model 2000, utilizing caliber .22 Short ammunition,
was built with regard to the same principles, both mechanical and
ballistic, on which the function of all models of Astra pistols is based.
In its design this pistol was destined for use in pi inking or personal
defense. Inherent in this pistol are the best conditions for this utili-
zation and, what is more, it is sturdy, perfectly adjusted and mecha-
nically precise. This is characteristic of all the arms produced by Astra-
Unceta y Compailla, S. A., which for 4S years has been dedicated
exclusively to the manufacture of firearms which are universally
accepted. This guarantees the perfection of the «Cub» pistol, since
it assures that past experiences were fully referred to before th2
pistol was placed on sale.

The Astra «Cub» is a firearm of semi-automatic type with magazine.
It has an exterior hammer, by which the pistol can be easily cocked
with a simple motion of.the thumb. The total weight of the pistol
is carefully distributed to assure perfect balance, and the shape of
the grip and the position of the trigger both contribute to natural
«pointing» and ease in firing.

SAFETY FEAT~RES

1.-The pistol is provided with a thumb safety (Figure 1) so located
that it is easily reached by the thumb when the pistol is held in the
right hand, making it simple to change the safety lever from «safe» to
«fire». This safety acts on the trigger which remains locked to all
movement when the body of the safety is opposed to the mass of
the trigger, thus preventing movement of the trigger. When the thumb
safety is turned to fire position (Figure 2) the safety bar no longer
blocks the trigger, allowing movement of the trigger for firing
(Figure 3).

2.- The pistol also has a magazine safety, which guarantees additional
safety of the arm when a live round is in the chamber, thus permitting
firing of the cartridge only when the magazine is replaced. In effect,
(Figure 4), the magazine, when in place, maintains the piece «a» in
such a position that no part of it obstructs the trigger. However,
when the magazine is removed (Figure S), the piece «a», through
the action of its self-contained spring, engages a notch in the trigger.
thus preventing any movement of the trigger and oischarge of the
gun. Because of the contact between the sear and the hammer, the
pistol. when loaded and with the hammer cocked, cannot be dis-
charged involuntarily. The pistol in this way is secure and safe and
even if the hammer accidentally releases while cocking there is little
risk that the pistol will fire. To fire the pistol it is necessary that the
trigger actually be pulled, requiring voluntary action to do so. In
effect, when the hammer is cocked (Figure 6), it is drawn back on
its axis from position I to position II, at the same time, the sear, mov-
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FIGURE 1
The thumb safety is within easy
reach o( the thumb o( the ri&ht
hand which holds the pistol.
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FIGURE 4

The magazine completely inserted
in the pistol maintains the maga-
zine safety (a) in a position that
does not obstruct (ree movement
o( the trigger.
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FIGURES 2 & 3
The trigger cannot be moved as
long as the solid bulk o( the sa(ew
bar bears against the trigger. Ie
can be moved only when the re-
lieved portion o( the safety bar
(aces the trigger.
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FIGURE 5
With the magazine removed the
magazine safety (a) rotates on its
axis by means o( its spring, engag-
ing the trigger and preventing
trigger movement.

ing also on its axis, is displaced and comes to rest in the notches
or teeth of the hammer. Once in position II the hammer remains
immovable, so placed that the point of the sear is engaged below the
second tooth or notch of the hammer, thus impeding its advance.
Only when the shooter, pressing on the trigger, causes the trigger
bar to bear against the sear, moving it to position III, the hammer is
then launched forward against the firing pin. If, when the hammer
is in the motion between position I and position II, it should slip
from under the thumb of the shooter, it would come to rest on the
first tooth against the sear (half cock notch), position IV, thereby
rendering it safe.
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o. Hammer

POSITION I
The hammer is resting against the
{iring pin.
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POSITION III

The (rigger bar, operated by (he
trigger, has caused the disenga-
gement of the sear, thereby re-
leasing (he hammer which returns
(0 Position

"
striking the {iring

pin and discharging (he round in
the chamber.

(he pistol is automa(ically loaded and (he hammer cocked. The ex(rac-
(ion of the empty magazine after the last car(ri dge is fired can be
realized by simply pressing the checkered button, found on the pistol
at the lower right hand corner of the left grip. If, at any time, it is
desired to extract the cartridge which is in the chamber, it is necessary
to move the slide back with a rapid motion, such as when the arm
is loaded. This movement should be with sufficient speed so as to
cause the cartridge to be thrown out of the extraction port. Note:
The perfect function of the arm, especially in automatics, depends
finally on the quality of the cartridges being used, which should be
sufficiently powerful I to move the slide with enough force to allow
the recuperation for which it was designed. The factory, in test firing
the «Cub» pistol, has used ammunition manufactured in the United
States.
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FIGURE 6
b. Sear c. Trigger Bar

POSITION II
The hammer is cocked, but (he
sear engaged under (he second
(rigger notch or (oo(h impedes its
advance.

MAINTENANCE AND CARE OF THE PISTOL
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The causes which contribute (0 the corrosion and formation of fouling
in the interior of the barrel in this type of arm have been practically
eliminated in the use of modern ammunitionof the non-corrosive
type and with lubricated bullets. The continued use of unlubricated
copper plated bullets eventually builds up fouling in the grooves of
the barrel and also leads to possible jamming and misfiring and other
malfunctioning of the pistol. In case the barrel has been fouled by
use of improper ammunition the use of the brush, which is supplied
with the pistol, and a good grade of solvent is recommended. Pistols
~!-:,"'III-:i b~ r ~( dJ, ''I"ij:.''t.J ~(!rtcdi...<:Hi ',>lith

Q f<:1g rl~h\iy 1110iSi.t::Ilt::-.1
with a gun solvent or gun oi I (0 remove all traces of fingerprints or
other stains which may form the base for (he corrosive action of
chemical rust.

POSITION IV

When, by accident, the hammer
escapes (he grasp, falling (owards
the (iring pin, the (irs( (oo(h or
(rigger notch engages (he sear,
(hus dewining i(s progress.

OPERATION OF THE PISTOL

FIGURE 7

DISASSEMBLY & REASSEMBLY

FIGURE 8
In loading the magazine note that the magazine has a button with
which it is possible to depress the elevator or magazine follower
sufficiently to. introduce cartridges more easily, since then the pressure
of the magazine spring against the follower is reduced. Insert the
magazine with its complement of cartridges in its place in the grip
of the pistol and with the tumb safety in fire position move the slide
fully to the rear, then releasing it so as to introduce the first cartrid-
ge from the magazine to the chamber. With this same motion the
hammer is cocked and the arm is ready to fire. Holding the pistol
carefully it is fired by pressing the trigger with the index finger. After
each cartridge is fired, as long as the magazone contains cartridges,
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To facilitate the cleaning and reoiling of the pistol Model 2000, the
disassembly has been very much simplified as can be realized by
the following instructions:

Remove the magazine and with the thumb safety in safe position
draw back the slide, Figure 7, the hook on the thumb safety wil,
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engage a like notch on the side of the slide and hold the slide
mmovable in this position. Then, holding the pistol in the left hand

pointing towards the right, turn the barrel about one quarter turn
to the right, at which time the barrel will be loosened from the
frame and can be drawn forward. Then, give the barrel another
quarter turn to the left. at which time it can be removed entirely
from the slide, Figure 8. Then, by releasing the tumb safety the
slide can be allowed to move forward and removed from the frame.
Thus, the pistol is disassembled with a minimum number of parts to
account for: Slide, barrel, recoil spring assembly, :he frame and the
magazine. With the pieces so separated it is possible to thoroughly
clean the pistol without further disassembly.

Total disassembly of the parts can be realized as follows:

PARTS OF THE SLIDE

Removal of the retaining pin, located vertically on the high part of the
slide to the rear and to the left of the loading port, releasse the firing
pin and the firing pin spring. Removal of the headed retaining pin

hich is found in the interior on the underside of the slide directly
behind the loading port,'permits simple separation of the extractor
and the extractor spring.

PARTS OF THE FRAME

- Kernove"'lrst -with Th~prop~l='"cw drlv'J"'rt~.tt'
the grips to the frame, after which the grips can be very simply re-
moved. The thumb safety is easily removed by placing it in a horizontal
position to the rear, at which time the piece can be lifted from the
frame. By removing the retaining pin for the magazine safety this
piece can be easily removed, along with its spring. If you remove
the trigger axis pin and raise the trigger bar it is possible to remove
from the frame the trIgger and trigger bar assembly simply by drawing
it carefully to the rear. By inserting one or another of the axis pins
in the small hole directly above and slightly to the rear of the grip
screw hole on the left hand side of the frame, it is possible to retain
the hammer spring, after which the hammer can be released by pres-
sing on the sear. The hammer ISthen free of the tensIon of the hammer
spring and the hammer axis pin can be easily removed, possibly with
the use of another axis pin, at which time the hammer itself is easily'
separated from the frame.

It is then a simple process to remove the aXIS pin which retains the
sear, after which the sear and sear spring are also removed from the
frame. Finally, the pin which has been inserted to provisionally retain
the hammer spring can be removed, thus releasing the hammer spring
and the hammer spring guide. Note that the magazine catch has a
screw driver slot. It is necessary only to insert a screw driver and
unscrew the catch. The catch and spring are then easily removed
from the other side of the frame. Then the catch retaining plate is
easily removed.
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For reassembling the pistol. tirst replace tne hammer spring with
its hammer spring guide and using a long, thin pin punch, or similar,
tool, press the spring down until a retaining pin of one type or another
can be reinserted in the same hole which was used to retain, the
hammer spring for disassembly. Then. put the hammer in place,
being sure that the hammer strut is resting on the spring guide.
After lining up the axis hole with the pin, with the proper hole in
the fra,!,e, it is possible then to insert the hammer axis pin.

The sear is next to be assembled by putting it in its proper place and
inserting the sear retaining pin. After the sear an:t hammer are in
place, draw back the hammer to engage the sear on the first hammer
notch. Holding the sear spring by its longest part it is possible to
introduce the assembly into its place on the frame. With a long thin
tool, holding the assembly in place, it is possible to locate the trigger
axis hole. at which time the trigger retaining pin is inserted. The
magazine safety and magazine safety spring are next inserted. with
the safety itself being held in posrtlon by the finger and the retaining
pin hole lined up with the proper retaining pin hole of the frame,
at which time the magazine safety retaining pin is inserted to hold
the part in its proper position.

The thumb safety is then inserted with the body of the safety to the
rear. The magazine catch is then inserted in its proper position and
its retaining pin installed. Place the magazine catch retaining pin in
position, then from the other side of the frame insert the magazine
catch with its spring in place and tighten with screw driver. The grips
are then placed in position and the proper grip screws employed
with a screw driver. --

TECHNICAL DATA

Magazine capacity... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Overall length. ....................
Height... ......................
Length of barrel. ..................
Weight, without magazine... . . . . . . . .

C .d
{

Standard speed. . . . . . . . . .
artr.' .ge High speed. ............veloCIties High speed hollow point.
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6 rounds

I

4 'I,."
3 'I,'2 'I,'11 ounces

104S ft. per second
1125 ft. per second
1155 ft. per

see:
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2001 Frame
2002 Slide
2003 Barrel
2004 Hammer with Strut & Pin
200S Sear
2006 Trigger with disconnector
2007 Thumb safety
2008 Magazine safety
2010 Extractor
2013 Hammer Spring guide
2014 Firing Pin
201S Magazine
2019 Magazine Catch Button
2020 Magazine Catch
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2026 Trigger Pin
2027 Magazine Safety Pin
2028 Sear Pin
2029 Hammer Pin
2031 Extractor Pin
2032 Firing Pin Retaining Pin
2038 Grip Screw
2039 Extractor Spring
2040 Magazine Safety Spring
2041 Sear Spring
2043 Firing Pin Spring
2044 Recoi I Spring Assembly
2046 Hammer Spring
2047 Magazine Catch Spring
2048 Grip Plates
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